




Today: good/bad GWT
» What types of examples 

are good?

» What to include/leave 
out from examples?

» What makes a good 
structure?

» What makes a good title?

» What makes a good 
context?



Tomorrow: refinement
» Example Mapping

» USE method

» Q&A



questions?
» tweet using 

#GivenWhenThenWithStyle

» we have a dedicated Q&A 
block tomorrow

» Follow @specflow on 
Twitter for additional 
answers after the 
webinar



in-depth session, 11-15 October
» 2h:30m each day

» max 30 people

» bit.ly/gojkoworkshop

» 20% discount code GWTWS20



First fundamental law of software requirements

It's much easier 
for people to 
complain than 
to say upfront 
what they want



Why examples?
» concrete enough for 

people to complain

» do not need to wait on 
implementation

» easily understood by 
different roles



Second fundamental law of software requirements

Obvious things 
are obvious to 
different people 
in different 
ways



Feature: Dealer actions

  After all players ...

Scenario outline: Dealer hitting/standing

  Depending on the hand value...

Given there is a player still in the game
And the dealers hand value is <hand value>
When it's the dealer's turn
Then the dealer will <action>

Examples: 
| hand value | action |
| 15         | hit    |
| 16         | hit    |
| 17         | stand  |

Scenario outline: Dealer not playing
...



Feature: Dealer actions

⇣
After all players finish 
playing...

⇣
Scenario:
...

Scenario outline:
...



Scenario: Player out before 
dealer plays

⇣
The exception to the rule...

⇣
Given the player is...
When ...
Then ...



Scenario outline: Dealer 
playing

⇣
Depending on the hand 
value...

⇣
Examples:
| hand value | action |
| 16         | hit    |
| 17         | stand  |
| 18         | stand  |



Examples: <optional title>

⇣
<optional group intro>

⇣
| hand value | action |
| 16         | hit    |
| 17         | stand  |
| 18         | stand  |



3 Roles roles to balance
1.Shared understanding

» can I send it out to people 
to comment/approve?

2.Tests

» can I understand what went 
wrong if it fails? Can I 
implement this?

3.Documentation

» can I use it to understand 
the system/impact of 
potential changes?





15 minute cycles
» 5 minutes read on your 

own, take notes

» 5 minutes discuss/
compare conclusions

» 5 minutes add common 
conclusions to the 
board



Miro board for exercises
» bit.ly/gwtwsboard

» Check the room # in 
zoom

» Frames are numbered, 
use the same #



Miro tips for large groups
» hide collaborators’ cursors

» close all sidebars

» don't use comments

» minimize navigation over 
the board

Plan b?
» we have separate boards for 

smaller groups



Exercise 1
» bit.ly/gwtfile11

» bit.ly/gwtfile12

» bit.ly/gwtfile13



Documentation pattern
not automation language

» Sequence is key

» The purpose is to 
clearly separate inputs 
and outputs

» Don't use it for 
scripting, it will 
hurt!



Not GWT, but GWTWTWT
Given the user Mike logs on  
When the user click on “/home”  
And the user enters “Orbital” in the search box  
And the page reloads  
Then the page is “/Artists”  
And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  
And the page reloads  
Then the page is “/Tickets”  
And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  
Then the page is “/Cart”  
And the user enters “Gorillaz” in the search box  
And the page reloads  
Then the page is “/Artists”  
And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  
And the page reloads  
Then the page is “/Tickets”  
And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  
Then the discount is 10%  







Describe “Why?”
Specify “What?”
Automate “How?”



Exercise 2
» bit.ly/gwtfile21

» bit.ly/gwtfile22

» bit.ly/gwtfile23



Title should set the scope
» Are you reading the 

right document?

» Should a new example go 
here or somewhere else?



Title tips
» think of SEO/Search keywords 

» Table of contents entry

» Book index entry

» Do not imply sequence

» Do not link to work tasks



Context should make it easy to 
understand examples
» Why is this information 

important?

» What is the purpose of 
this feature?



Context tips
» Explain the purpose

» Explain the structure

» Do not repeat the data



Exercise 3
» bit.ly/gwtfile31

» bit.ly/gwtfile32

» bit.ly/gwtfile33



Preconditions: "Given"
» Explain the required 

state, not how to get 
there

» Keep only inputs directly 
impacting outputs

» Hide all other 
prerequisites in the 
automation layer

» Document key boundary 
cases, not just happy day 



Topic under test: "When"
» Focus on the action or 

feature being tested 

» Ideally focus on a 
single statement

» Avoid listing 
preconditions -> Given

» Avoid describing the 
process of testing -> 
automation



Expectations: "Then"
» Explain the expected 

state, not how to get 
there

» List all the key outputs 
of the process

» Avoid chaining into the 
next scenario 

» Hide clean-up tasks into 
the automation layer



Q & A



Day 2: Refinement
» unclear/mixed scope

» unclear structure

» lack of good examples



Third fundamental law of software requirements

Discussion is 
the fastest way 
to reach shared 
understanding
(with <30 people, 
available synchronously)



Chat-Choose-Check
» Chat about a bunch of 

examples until you 
reach shared 
understanding

» Choose the key ones to 
keep for documentation/
testing

» Check that they work 
after implementation 
(ideally automate)



Scoping things out
» simple flow diagrams

» event storming/domain modelling

» example mapping



Example map



Model the scope with rules



Rules/Examples evolve in parallel



Add questions if you don't know 
the outcome/scope



Two usages of example mapping
» initial rough analysis 

» reworking existing specs



Example mapping
» start with the story/

feature

» model the scope using 
rules 

» discuss examples, group 
into rules

» don't worry about 
format

» add questions below



Context: B2B sales purchasing system

» customers orders using 
self-service portal

» orders -> transactions

» cancel before shipping 
-> transaction is 
cancelled

» partially or fully 
refunded after shipping 
-> new transaction



If an account 
has > 10K EUR in 
transactions in 
during the 
previous month, 
flag new 
transactions 
as risky

» spec: bit.ly/gwtday2

» board: bit.ly/gwtboard2







Fourth fundamental law of software requirements

Reality is 
weirder than 
you think
(And becomes even weirder 
when you apply rule 4)



USE
1.Uncomplicated examples 

» always/never

» simple, happy day

2.Struture

» inputs/outputs/relationship clear

3.Edge cases

» key for deep domain understanding



Each employee receives a net 
salary every month
» regular employee, 5,000 

EUR net salary, bank 
transfer for 5000 EUR

» intern, unpaid, no bank 
transfer



Each employee receives a net 
salary every month
» employee type: temp? going into retirement? 

» salary: <0 ? 10,000,000? bonus? currency?

» payment: 0.01?



Discovering edge cases
» Ask an extreme question

» Mess around with the data type

» Lee Copeland Practitioners 
Guide to Test design

» Elisabeth Hendrickson's test 
cheat sheet (testobsessed.com)

» Max Wolf's big list of naughty 
strings (github.com/minimaxir)

» Humans vs Computers last 
chapter (gojko.net/books)

» BugMagnet.org





In groups
» 1 person share screen, 

create a new doc or clone 
mine

» Choose one rule from your 
Miro board

» List a few uncomplicated 
examples

» Once a structure emerges, 
propose edge cases

» Add title/context

» bit.ly/gwtday2





Share it here!



You'll get an email
» slides

» important links (references)

» what else?

Tweet additional questions
» #GivenWhenThenWithStyle



Q&A


